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What's New
As of April  6, 2011

Here's a quick update from the moderators at FinancialIntegrity.org. This community-edited website, hosted by
the New Road Map Foundation, is the "go-to" place for people who are integrating financial integrity into their
lives by aligning their personal finances with their personal values and goals. Here's a sampling of what's new
at www.financialintegrity.org.

On The Wiki

A New Beginning for Old Friends

After 15 years of active community-building, The Simple Living Network closed its virtual doors on December
31. Founder Dave Wampler had accepted new opportunities in his life and bid a heartfelt and reluctant goodbye
to the patrons of SLN and the members of the very active online Forums he hosted there.
A community is more than a website, however, and the New Road Map Foundation has long recognized the
importance of these Forums and this community which has grown over all these years under Dave's roof.

Known for its lively discussions of everything from personal finance to cooking, organic gardening to family
relationships, the community has been a key resource for many. In agreement with Dave Wampler and with the
tireless help and enthusiasm of the community moderators and admins, NRM has established a new web home
at The Simple Living Forums. The members have been settling in comfortably at the new site, exploring new
features, greeting old friends, and working together to continue the support and encouragement that have been
the hallmarks of this community for so many years.

The New Road Map Foundation is a 25 year non-profit foundation that lives its stated values of Financial
Integrity. It is the intention of New Road Map to establish the new Forums as a distinct project, operated by and
for its members, with its own budget and dedicated contribution base, and thereby offer a self-sustaining home
for this community for a very long time. Your financial contributions to New Road Map Foundation will help
substantially to achieve that goal, as will your contributions of time, expertise, and/or fellowship as an active
member of the forums community. Our hope is to enable this community to grow increasingly vibrant and
participatory, offering a place for dialogue about the big things in life!

Everyone at The Simple Living Forums and NRM would like to extend a sincere thank you to Dave for his vision
and dedication over the years, and the very best wishes in his new venture.

So whether your interest is in simplifying your life, getting a handle on your personal finances, or just making
friends with others with similar goals, please stop by, take a look around at the diversity of topics and
viewpoints, and maybe introduce yourself at the Simple Living Forums. We'd love to see you there!
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Resource: The Career Clinic
Looking for the balance point between working and "making a living"? Tired of career advice that focuses on
getting ahead to the exclusion of finding joy and passion in your work? Then check out The Career Clinic for a
breath of fresh career air.

Resource: Consciously Frugal
Blunt, wickedly funny, passionate, and blissfully ad-free, this blog provides a very personal, individual look at
voluntary simplicity as a path to personal integrity. Host Demandra has also assembled a vast collection of links
to resources on all aspects of mindful finances. Read more about Consciously Frugal.

Tools & Examples: Weighing In
From Dr. April Lane Benson's "To Buy or Not To Buy" blog on PsychologyToday.com, comes a unique tool for
tracking expenditures (See Step 2 of the Financial Integrity Program), especially designed for those who
struggle with this step and/or with overspending. Dr. Lane points out the similarities (and relationship) between
overeating and overconsumption, and adapts the familiar "weighing in" technique to track expenditures rather
than calories. The goal is to help you become mindful in spending, understand your overspending triggers, and
also to make clear how much would actually available to be put into savings with small changes in purchasing
habits. The technique is presented as a four-step series to learn and practice tracking and analysis in easy
stages. Find out about Weighing In on www.FinancialIntegrity.org.

Member Profile: Mike Lenich
Mike felt trapped in the never-ending cycle of earning and spending - until  he read ''Your Money or Your Life.''
Applying those principles changed everything for Mike and his wife, and in February 2011, Maureen Anderson
of The Career Clinic interviewed Mike in order to share his story and encourage others to consider how
"enough" and "work" fit together. Listen to Mike's story.

In The News
Just When You Thought You Knew Something About Mortgage Securitizations
If you're wondering just what they mean when they tell us that tracing the ownership of mortgages in the day of
mortgage-backed securities is "complicated," take a look at this chart prepared by securitzation auditor Dan
Edstrom. Tracing the path of his own home mortgage as it was transformed from a home loan to an investment
security, Dan's chart is both frustratingly and hilariously complex, and took nearly a year to create. See the chart
and explanation at ZeroHedge.

Restoring Economic Sovereignty: The Push for State-owned Banks
In an article on Ethical Markets, Ellen Brown reports on a handful of states seeking change in how state
finances are handled. With local governments and small businesses experiencing record credit troubles,
discussion of statutory changes to allow state government bankruptcies, and consumers and governments alike
searching in vain for some relief to come out of the trillions in Wall Street bailouts, people are looking for new
solutions. Three states - Oregon, Washington and Maryland - have recently joined Virginia, Massachusetts and
Hawaii in proposing the establishment of state-owned banks. They propose to join North Dakota, which has
successfully run a state-owned bank for nearly a century, the only such bank currently in the US.

State and local governments have been reeling under the same pressures - rate hikes, denials, late fees - as
individual consumers and small businesses. In January, the Fed announced its decision that no bailout funds
could be provided. The only state that appears to have weathered the credit crisis is North Dakota, in large part
due to state-owned Bank of North Dakota (BND), which helps fund local government and provides matching
funds for small business loans. Former Oregon Secretary of State Bill  Bradbury described the proposal of a
BND-style bank in terms of an economic declaration of independence from the large, multinational banks.

The idea: invest local taxpayer dollars to the benefit of taxpayers, rather than exporting financial leverage and
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funds by borrowing and investing through Wall Street banks. What a concept!

Meet the woman the banks fear

Dr. Elizabeth Warren is currently heading up creation of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, set to roll
out in July. The bureau will bring together consumer protection roles currently scattered among seven different
agencies. Read what Liz Weston has to say about why the banks fear this powerhouse grandmother, and what
Dr. Warren hopes to do for American consumers - particularly groups traditionally targeted by shady lenders - by
calling for more transparency and replacing sock-the-consumer "competition" with true competition in the
banking industry. She discusses the benefits that have come out of the Credit Card Accountability
Responsibility and Disclosure Act, and the work yet to be done.

In an attached video interview Dr Warren explains, with infectious enthusiasm, how she feels this new agency
will benefit both the consumer and the marketplace, as it aids consumers in making informed decisions. Also,
learn more about the fledgling bureau here.

Come Join Us

Transform the World's Relationship With Money
As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help!
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